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Sustaining Our Environment
At Grainger, we are committed to conducting
business in an environmentally responsible manner
while working to reduce energy use and minimize waste in
our operations. To do so most effectively, we focus on the
environmental challenges within the material parts of our
business: our operations, our products and our supply chain.
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O UR A P P RO ACH
We work to continuously improve our environmental performance across our value chain from our suppliers through our operations
and to our customers. We encourage stewardship in our operations and seek to share the lessons we have learned with others. We
partner with several third party sustainability organizations, such as the CDP (formally known as the Carbon Disclosure Project), the
GreenBiz Executive Network, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Smartway program, UL Inc. (formerly Underwriter’s Laboratories,
Inc.) and the U.S. Green Building Council to help us align our environmental investments with our stakeholders’ expectations.
We help our customers with their sustainability journey by offering the right products and lending our expertise around services and
solutions that are more sustainable. In addition to helping our customers, we are identifying new opportunities for Grainger to integrate
and sustain sound environmental practices in our own operations and the operations of our customers.

Our Operations

Our Products

Our Supply Chain

We primarily focus our efforts where we
can have the most influence. Grainger’s
distribution centers (DCs) account for
roughly 34 percent of our operational
square footage and will proportionally
increase as we expand our service
offering. Inherent to this footprint is an
opportunity for energy management. We
closely monitor our energy consumption
and improve our green energy mix by
researching sustainable solutions to
increase efficiency and utilize renewable
energy. When possible, we invest in onsite
renewable energy, purchase renewable
energy credits and green tariffs.

Grainger provides customers with
the products they need to keep their
businesses running over the long
term. As part of this, we work to
understand how these products affect
the environment. Our customers have
increasingly requested environmentally
preferable products and we stock them
to meet this need. We currently offer
more than 72,000 environmentally
preferable items that help customers
maintain sustainable facilities through
efficient energy management, water
conservation, waste reduction and
air-quality improvement.

We view our suppliers and vendors as
our allies in improving our emissions
and materials management. We rely
on a network of third-party carriers
to meet our transportation needs.
We work with our largest suppliers to
innovate and improve our distribution
packaging. We collect data and share
best practices in sustainability across
our value chain by engaging our
suppliers through the CDP Supply
Chain Program.

>>Learn More About Our Operations

>>Learn More About Our Products
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maintained
the A- CDP
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three years
in a row
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SCOPE 1 AND SCOPE 2 EMISSIONS WITH INTENSITY

Climate Change Disclosure

Scope 1: MTC02e

We recognize that climate change is a

Scope 2: MTC02e (market-based)

significant global issue. The company is
taking steps to reduce its energy use and

Intensity Metric (MTC02e/Revenue (million))
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providing detail on business risks and
first industrial distributor to publicly disclose its carbon footprint.

Dow Jones Sustainability Index Grainger, recognized for
its corporate sustainability leadership, debuted in 2017 on the
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North American Dow Jones Sustainability Index. The Dow Jones
Sustainability Indices are a family of global benchmarks for
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corporate sustainability, tracking companies based on investment
firm RobecoSAM’s analysis of financially relevant environmental
social and governance factors. Currently, Grainger is the only
industrial distributor in the North American Index.
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2017 data, Grainger updated the Scope 2 eGRID Emissions Factors for the United States from eGRID2014
*For
(Year 2014 Data) to eGRID2016 (Year 2016 Data). Based on the previous year’s usage this resulted in a
reduction of approximately 5,596 MT of CO2e, or 4% of Grainger’s GHG emissions in 2016. (5,596 MT
CO2e/128,572 MT CO2e)*100 = 4 (Grainger’s 2016 scope 1 and scope 2 emissions equals 128,572)

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG)

Grainger’s intensity metric includes the GHG emissions from operations that were under direct operational
control as of 2014, the year our goal was set. This includes W.W. Grainger, Inc. in the U.S., Grainger Mexico
and Acklands- Grainger in Canada. Starting in 2015, Grainger improved its calculations to include all North
American business within operational control after 2014. We verified only our U.S. data through a third party
in 2011. Therefore our baseline year calculations include estimates for Acklands-Grainger and Grainger
Mexico. We calculated these estimates using the average of 2012 and 2013.

We are committed to the global effort to reduce GHG. We focus

Intensity Target Goal

our reduction strategy around two specific areas: reducing GHG

33%

intensity and waste in our own operations and supporting emissions
reduction strategies in our supply chain through collaboration and
increased transparency. Scope 1 emissions are direct emissions

GHG Reduction by 2020

from owned or controlled sources. Scope 2 emissions are indirect
emissions from the generation of purchased energy.

designed to be achievable, yet challenge our operations to

Scope 1 and 2 We chose 2011 as our baseline year, in which

identify innovative ways to operate more efficiently. We are

emissions totaled 142,306 metric tons. Since 2011, we have
reduced Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions by nearly 22 percent.
In 2017, our Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions were 110,654 metric
tons. To help offset these emissions we generate renewable, zero
emissions energy and participate in green energy procurement.

right on our target, and have reduced MTCO2E/Revenue
intensity to 12.5, a 33 percent reduction since 2011. Our 2020
goal focused Grainger on doing business the right way by
investing in 5.3 MW of renewable energy and energy efficiency
through the installation of Building Management Systems
(BMS). To drive progress toward this goal, our GHG target is

Intensity Target In 2013, Grainger became the first industrial

included in the performance appraisals for our corporate

distributor to set a GHG reduction goal. Our target is to reduce

sustainability team. In addition, energy reduction projects reduce

our North American Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions

utility expenses and improve operating expenses, indirectly

intensity per unit revenue 33 percent by 2020. The goal was

affecting profit sharing for U.S. team members.
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Energy Use We continue to invest in key facility enhancements,
engage employees, and incorporate sustainability principles
and continuous improvement into our real estate footprint.
Grainger’s facilities account for about 90 percent of our annual
energy use in North America. We focus our efforts to improve
energy efficiency in our largest buildings, including corporate
offices and DCs.

Renewable Energy We are committed to doing business
the right way and embed sustainability into our operations

PHOTO: A combination of natural and LED lights provide the right mix of lighting sources

wherever feasible. In total, Grainger currently has 5.3 MW of
solar panels installed on the rooftops of its DCs. These systems

Facility Performance Optimization

have met all energy generation and financial expectations, have
minimal maintenance requirements, provide a reliable monthly

In 2017, in order to help benchmark and standardize
opportunities across our network, we conducted
deep dive energy audits on 4 of our 10 major DCs
in North America. We discovered commonalities
among energy loads and batteries, HVAC systems,
lighting, conveyor systems and air compressors,
to name a few. All of these areas offered strategic
opportunities for long-term efficiency gains. We then
rolled out our discoveries to our branch network and
corporate and administrative facilities, with similar
success. Additionally, we found it to be very effective
to implement comprehensive building management
systems in key locations, update to LED lighting
and other turn-key solutions with great return on
investment timeframes, and various other initiatives.

financial benefit and offer a significant percentage of energy
independence, lowering operational risks.
SOLAR PRODUCTION
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JUNE 2017

This graphic represents one
month of energy usage at our
Jacksonville DC. The red
represents the highest kW energy
usage peak, or demand peak,
for a given day. Heat maps like
this one help us discover outliers
in DC energy use and optimize
our facilities to conserve
resources and reduce cost.
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Building Management Systems Our BMS are the primary
means through which Grainger achieves its energy efficiency
goals. When operating optimally, they allow facility managers
to provide the proper working environment while minimizing
Grainger’s energy costs. Effective utilization allows us to extend
the operational life of equipment and systems through reduced
energy consumption and operating hours. As a result, maintenance
and capital costs are reduced, and less embedded energy is
consumed through equipment replacement and upgrades.
Currently, 14 of our largest facilities have either been built with

5.5M

square
feet

or retrofitted with BMS. On average, Grainger has realized a
10 to 15 percent reduction in energy use and expenses at its
facilities after installing BMS.

LEED-certified space through 17

10-15%

North American Grainger facilities

In 2017, Grainger celebrated the grand opening of its new DC in

Reduction in energy use
and expenses at Grainger facilities
after installing BMS

Bordentown Township, N.J. (NEDC) The 1.4 million-square-foot
facility stocks more than 300,000 items and allows the company
to deliver more products by the next day to customers in the
Northeast. The DC runs on state-of-the-art distribution technology
enabling real-time order processing. A 4.3 megawatt solar panel

LEED Certification Grainger has been a member of the

system was installed on the facility’s roof. This system included

U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) since 2007, and remains

13,000 high efficiency SunPower solar panels that generate

committed to building Leadership in Energy and Environmental

on average about 40 percent of the DC’s annual electricity

Design (LEED) certified facilities. We use the USGBC’s LEED

requirements, which is equivalent to 1.6 percent of Grainger’s

certification programs to guide best practices for the design,

North American carbon footprint. In early 2018, the U.S. Green

construction and operation of our facilities. Since 2008, we have

Building Council (USGBC) approved LEED GOLD certification for

made a commitment to build all new corporate projects to meet

the NEDC. This project will not only reduce annual operational

LEED standards, and seek certification under rigorous third party

expenditures significantly, but it will also play a key role in helping

reviews. It’s proven that LEED-certified buildings use 25 percent

us meet our GHG reduction goals. This project will not only reduce

less energy with a 19 percent reduction in aggregate operational

annual operational expenditures significantly, but it will also play

costs in comparison to non-certified buildings. Grainger currently

a key role in helping us meet our GHG reduction goals.

maintains 5.5 million square feet of LEED certified space through
17 North American facilities, representing 24 percent of Grainger’s

We consider investments in renewable energy on a case-by-case

total square feet in North America. This includes the first LEED

basis as part of new project plans. Our decisions to invest often

certified building in the MRO industry, the first LEED certified DC

occur in locations where we can offset energy use, improve

in Monterrey, Mexico, the largest LEED-CI Platinum project of

operational efficiency and create a return on investment.

2015, and the world’s first LEED V4 data center.
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PACKAGING PERFORMANCE
Ship Complete

Given our 90 years of experience and more

water system that produces no municipal wastewater. The

than 100,000 transactions a day, we understand the purchasing

transition was a win-win-win: a cost saving for Grainger, easy to

habits and buying behaviors of our customers. We know how

recycle for our customers and better at protecting our product.

they purchase online at home is different than at work. While a
general consumer shopping for personal products at home may
be fine with a staggered approach to completing a multi-product
order, that same person has a completely different mindset
at work when all of the products need to be there together to
complete a critical project.

In select DCs, we have transitioned to a custom wrapping solution
that employs automated technology to provide right-sized
packaging for oversized items, reducing the overall amount of
packaging required. We continue to expand our use of plastic
air pillows as dunnage for small parcel shipments, of which most
are bio-degradable (non-oxo-salt containing material), and, in

Grainger strives to ship all items in an order in one box and on

2016, we transitioned to a high-efficiency film air pillow, which

the same or next day, depending on customer needs. Internally,

helps reduce overall plastic use.

we refer to this practice as “ship complete.” This approach and
commitment to serving customers in the most efficient way
possible also has positive implications on the environment.
Ship complete reduces the amount of boxes we need overall,
thereby increasing energy efficiency and producing fewer
emissions through our transportation partners.

reducing corrugate usage and packaging and freight expenses.
We measure packaging and corrugate efficiency by tracking
the number of boxes we send over the number of orders we
receive. This data point, called carton-to-order ratio (CTO), helps
us understand the positive effect that shipping orders containing

Sustainable Packaging As part

multiple items in one box can have on our environment.

of Grainger’s commitment to ethical

Company initiatives, such as pricing changes and adjustments to

sourcing, we work closely with suppliers
to identify potential opportunities to
minimize unnecessary packaging
while reducing the risk of damage
to the products we offer. In 2015,
we introduced Supplier Packaging
Guidelines to our U.S. and GGS

order routing logic, favor shipping orders in one box. Nevertheless,
slight increases in CTO are expected, given the effect these
initiatives may have on the way DCs experience volume. An
increase in customer orders and products per order may require
additional cartons. However, when mapped against increases
in volume, CTO has remained relatively flat YoY.

suppliers to encourage them to take
sustainability into account when making

C A R TO N - TO - O R D E R R AT I O

Revenue (dollars, billion)

packaging decisions. The guidelines

Carton-to-order ratio

include best practices to help reduce damage and waste while

12

boxes are fully recyclable, made from 43% post-consumer content
and certified by the Sustainable Forestry Initiative.
In 2016, all U.S. Grainger DCs transitioned packaging materials
for light bulbs from foam to kraft paper made with 100 percent
recycled raw materials. The paper is produced at a paper mill
certified by the Sustainable Forestry Initiative with a closed-loop
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maximizing recyclable materials. For example, the iconic Grainger
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Grainger boxes
are fully recyclable,
made from 43%
post-consumer
content

Packaging Performance Grainger’s DCs are dedicated to
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Recycling and Waste
By standardizing recycling practices and sharing best practices

D C N E T W O R K R E C Y C L I N G R AT E

across our network, we are continually improving the recycling

(Amount of waste diverted from a landfill)

rate in our U.S. DCs. Teams are trained to use a color-coded
system to separate and bale materials such as cardboard, plastic

100%

wrap and metal and are encouraged to share and test ideas for
ongoing improvements. As a result of these efforts, our U.S. DCs

90%

routinely recycle upwards of 84 percent of what would otherwise

80%

be waste streams. To that end, in 2017 we began to lay out a
longer-term strategy and framework for how to achieve landfill-free

70%

operations in our DCs.

60%

To maintain a high level of accountability in our materials

50%

management process, the sustainability team shares monthly

74.2%

74.6%

2012

2013

84.1%

84.7%

84.8%

2015

2016

2017

78.0%

40%

reporting with the DC teams and members of the operations

30%

leadership team. Local DC facility managers also have
recycling rate as part of their annual performance goals.

20%
10%

Resource Efficiency

0%

Grainger does not directly manufacture the products it sells so
our water consumption is minimal. However, we do measure our
water footprint and look for opportunities to reduce usage, such

2014

Since our sustainability team began to partner with our DCs to focus on recycling, we have improved
our overall recycling rate by more than 14%.

as installing water-efficient fixtures and landscaping irrigation at
our largest facilities. Grainger’s total water consumption in the
U.S. in 2017 was 467,840 cubic meters.

D C R E C Y C L I N G R AT E

83.7%

78.8%

84.2%

87.1%

84.2%

80.1%

82.4%

84.2%

83.2%

82.3%

83.2%

86.9%

80.5%

90.4%

88.7%

90.6%

87.9%

90.3%

80

89.0%

100

84.5%

2016 Recycling Rate
2017 Recycling Rate
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• The DC network
recycling rate finished
2017 at 84.8 percent.
• Memphis DC saw the
highest improvement
with a 5 percent
increase in their 2017
recycling rate.
• The recycling rates at
Cleveland, Los Angeles,
Dallas, and Greenville
also improved in
2017 vs. 2016.

40
20
0

HIGHLIGHTS

JXDC

CLDC

Jacksonville
FL

Cleveland
OH

LADC

SFDC

Los Angeles San Francisco
CA
CA

ILDC

GVDC

Minooka
IL

Greenville
SC

KCDC

DFDC

NEDC

MTDC

Kansas City Dallas/Ft. Worth Bordentown Twp. Memphis
MO
TX
NJ
TN

Distribution Centers

• Cleveland DC finished at
90.6 percent for best in
class, with Los Angeles
DC and Jacksonville DC
close behind.
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OU R PR O DU CTS

Helping Customers Reach their
Sustainability Goals

Environmentally Preferable Products (EPP)
and Services

We work to create a more sustainable workplace for our customers

Each product in our EPP is designated by a

and our communities through our Environmentally Preferable

green leaf on Grainger.com®, and comes with

Product (EPP) Portfolio. We offer our customers one of the largest

its own specific set of attributes or certifications

green SKU counts in the industrial distribution market, providing

highlighted in the technical spec section on the

more ways to reduce energy consumption, conserve water, reduce

website. The green leaf icon guides customers

waste and improve indoor air quality. In addition the company

toward more environmentally preferable

offers data-driven EPP analytics to our customers helping them

solutions. Products identified with this leaf fall

track, report and grow their green spend. Similarly, we equip

into two categories—those that are certified

our customer-facing team members with training, sales tools

by independent organizations and those

and marketing support so that they can help customers achieve

that have “green environmental attributes.”

meaningful progress towards their sustainability goals and initiatives.

A certification acts as a stamp of approval
and indicates that a product has met certain

In 2017, we launched a cross-functional CSR Working Group

environmental standards around attributes

sustainability sub-team with representatives from product

such as “energy efficient” (ENERGY STAR)

management, external affairs and sales that focuses on assisting

or “low toxicity” (Green Seal). Attributes are environmental

customers with their EPP procurement goals and promoting EPP

qualities or features tied to a specific product. We ask our

solutions. This sustainability service and operations team brings

suppliers to provide these attributes or certifications, and our

collective experience in managing environmentally preferable

external partner, UL Environmental Inc., verifies the viability of

product certifications and attributes, reporting, measurement,

the attribute to the product.

regulatory compliance and marketing of EPP solutions.

GRAINGER EPP PORTFOLIO
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Manage Energy

Conserve Water

Reduce Waste

Improve Indoor Air

Measure use, control
effectiveness and output,
and reduce consumption
of various types of energy

Monitor use, filter impurities,
recycle and reduce consumption
of water resources at “point of use,”
behind the wall, and outdoors

Facilitate recycling
and decrease landfill
growth through
recycled content

Create cleaner air within
facilities through lower
VOC’s filtration, and natural
products

ELECTRICAL

PUMPS, VALVES | FITTINGS

RECYCLING EQUIPMENT

CLEANERS | AIR FILTERS

LIGHTING & CONTROLS

METERS | FIXTURES

PAPER & PACKAGING

CLEANING EQUIPMENT

HVAC / R | STEAM

PLUMBING EQUIPMENT

SORBENTS

COMPRESSED AIR

FILTERS
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OFFICE PRODUCTS
PAINTS / COATINGS
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sustainability related services.
In 2017 we expanded this
portfolio of value-added

Sales of Green Product
(2017)

Serving Our
Communities

Our Operations

established a new portfolio of

$532M

Sustaining Our
Environment

OUR APPROACH

In January of 2015, Grainger

+

Valuing Our
People

services, which largely
leverages the experience
and expertise of our Grainger
Energy Services Team. We
also work with our network of
partners in some instances to

Resource Efficiency

Transportation

Sustainability Training

Sustainability Training
In 2017, we launched a new module in our First Time Manager
leadership development program. Our objectives were to
drive engagement and understanding in our sustainability
initiatives across the business, bring awareness to the effect
CSR has on our operations and gain insight from our team
members on how they plan to tailor the CSR message to
meet their daily business needs. 434 team members learned
about our value chain, environmental performance and the
ways we serve our community.

help our customers achieve

434

their sustainability goals. The range of services includes
site audits, payback analysis, utility rebate assistance, and
recycling of replaced product. For example, Grainger can help
facilitate a free lighting audit for customers considering a large

Team members
who received some
form of training on
sustainability at Grainger
(2017)

interior or exterior lighting project. The audit consists of a site
walk-through, fixture count, energy audit, return on investment,
payback analysis, utility rebate assistance and applications
(photo metrics), if applicable.
We continuously review our EPP for opportunities to provide
tailored solutions to customers with sustainability and EPP

In addition to our leadership development program, we are

procurement goals. Our EPP Portfolio offers more than

taking steps to improve the level of sustainability expertise

72,000 SKUs, including 33 certifications and 45 attributes.

in customer-facing roles. Grainger released a Sustainability

In 2017, sales of environmentally preferable products totaled

Sales Guide for our account managers and customer service

more than $532 million, which represents approximately five

professionals in October 2017 to improve offer awareness by

percent of our revenue.

outlining our sustainability value-proposition. In addition, we
developed a formal sustainability training program for all new
account manager learning paths. Our objective is to bring
greater value to sustainability-related customer engagements,

72k

assist customers in meeting their sustainable procurement

+

Environmentally
Preferable Products

goals, and take costs out of their business.
In 2017, we launched recycling training in our DCs as a
part of new member onboard and orientation.
Lastly, through a variety of online tools and resources, we
provide our team members with a vast array of learning
opportunities they can explore at their own pace.
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A Letter From Our
Chairman & CEO

A Letter From Our
Executive Sponsor

Sustaining
Valuing
Our
Our People
Environment

Grainger At
A Glance

Operating
Responsibly

Valuing Our
People

Sustaining Our
Environment

Serving Our
Communities

OUR APPROACH

OUR OPERATIONS

OUR PRODUCTS

OUR SUPPLY CHAIN

Our Operations

Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

Helping Customers Reach
their Sustainability Goals

Supply Chain Stewardship

Recycling and Waste

Environmentally Preferable
Products (EPP) and Services

Our Products
Our Supply Chain

Resource Efficiency

Transportation

Sustainability Training

C D P S U P P LY C H A I N S U P P L I E R P E R F O R M A N C E

Through our partnership with the CDP we were able to collect information about best practices in our supply chain. The graphic below shows the impact
our supply chain has made by investing in sustainable technologies and practices.

$26.5M
Emissions Reduction
Investments

85M mtCO2
Total CO2
Reduction

$11M
Average Emissions
Reduction Savings

O UR SU PPLY CHAIN

Supply Chain Stewardship

We are proud to
have received an
A- rating for our
supply chain survey.

Addressing emissions across our value

efficiency and minimize fuel use. Grainger continues to be

chain is as significant as addressing them

the only industrial supplier to be recognized by the U.S.

in our own operations. For the second year,

Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) as a SmartWay®

we are engaging with our suppliers through

partner. The program provides a forum for the USEPA

the CDP Supply Chain survey to create

and businesses to collaborate in order to improve the

more change than would be possible on

environmental efficiency of their supply chains’ transport by

our own. In 2016, this partnership helped

reducing GHG emissions and other air pollution.

us engage with our suppliers to learn more
about their emissions reduction strategies.
In 2017, we received responses from 126
of our largest vendors, an increase of

more than 50 percent of suppliers from our pilot year. In total,
our suppliers’ efforts reduced 85 million metric tons of CO2
resulting in more than $11 million in average savings for their
respective businesses.

Transportation
Grainger relies on a network of third-party carriers for its
transportation needs. The company works closely with these
providers to continuously identify opportunities to maximize
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Forward
WHAT’S COMING IN OUR 2019 REPORT
• Sustaining our Environment will now be Solutions and
Stewardship
• Subjects will include efficient operations, packaging
efficiency, customer solutions and product stewardship
• Metrics will include resource stewardship, product impact
and lifecycle, continuity and solutions and translating
efficiency into sustainability
• For supply chain stewardship, see Supply Chain
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